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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR TWO-PIONRESONANCES IN D+ AND D+S ! ���+�+FROM FERMILAB EXPERIMENT E-791 �Raymond J. StefanskiFor the E-791 CollaborationFermilab; MS122, P.O. Box 500Batavia IL 60510, USAe-mail: stefanski�fnal.gov(Reeived June 21, 2000)In this paper we present preliminary results of a oherent amplitudeanalysis of three-pion deays of harm mesons. The analysis inludesa greater number of possible resonant states than in previous analyses,and produes masses and Breit�Wigner widths of the isosalar resonanesf0(980) and f0(1370) with better preision than previous measurements.We also present preliminary results for the mass and width of the low lyingf0(400), sometimes alled the � meson.PACS numbers: 14.40.Lb, 13.20.F1. IntrodutionE-791 was a �xed-target experiment that ran in a negative 500 GeV/pion beam in 1991/92 at Fermilab [1℄. The beam impinged on a seriesof platinum and arbon targets. The spetrometer onsisted of both wirehambers and silion mirostrip detetors upstream and downstream of thetargets, two magnets, 35 drift hamber planes, two �erenkov ounters, ele-tromagneti and hadron alorimeters and two planes of sintillation ountersbehind thik absorbers. The experiment aumulated 50 terabytes of data,2� 1010 events, and reonstruted over 200 000 golden mode harm events.For the results presented in this paper, only traking and vertex informationwere used in the data analysis.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2521)
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Fig. 1. (a) � the three-pion mass distribution shows lear D+ and D+s peaks.The ross-hathed areas show the signal data used in the Dalitz-plot analysis. Thedashed lines show bakgrounds from D+s ! �0� and D0 ! K��+ disussed in thetext. (b) � the D+s ! '�+ signal is seen as the seond peak to the right of theplot. () � he D+ ! K��+�+ signal. The normalization signals are based on thedistributions in (b) and ().



Preliminary Results for Two-Pion Resonanes in D+ and . . . 2523In this paper we present the sample of harm mesons that deay into���+�+ modes, and the subsequent subhannel Dalitz-plot analysis. Mo-tivated by a desire to gain a better understanding of low mass two-pionstates [2℄, we study the three-pion distributions in both D+ and D+s eventsto searh for two-pion resonanes. The sample of events used in this analysisis displayed in Fig. 1.Reently, alulations on the lattie have given some insight into thepossible struture of four quark states [3℄. In partiular, the f0(980), seen inour analysis is proposed as a andidate for the non-exoti q2q2 bound state.The f0 mesons have also at times been thought to be qq states, glueballs,multiquark states, or KK moleules [4℄.2. Branhing ratio analysisWe begin the analysis of these three-pion deay modes with the branhingratios. These are measured by omparing the three pi signals to more opiousD+ and D+s deays. The normalization signals are taken from the D+ !K��+�+ and D+s ! '�+ modes respetively, also shown in Fig. 1.The signal events are identi�ed by event topology and momentum on-servation. The deay vertex must be at least 8� from the prodution vertex.There are no �erenkov uts. In Table I we give the size of the event sam-ple for eah deay mode, inluding the normalization signals. The resultingrelative branhing ratios and assoiated errors are also given in this table.Estimates of bakgrounds and shapes are taken from data and a Monte CarloTABLE IEvent rates and branhing ratios for D+ and D+s deaysDeay mode Number Branhing Errorsof events ratio (stat. & syst.)D+ ! ���+�+ 1240� 51 0:0329 �0:0015+0:0016�0:0026D+ ! K��+�+ 35400� 356D+s ! ���+�+ 858� 49 0:247 �0:028+0:019�0:012D+s ! '�+, '! K+K� 1038� 44model. As an be seen in the distribution shown on the left of Fig. 1, theD+ ! K��+�+ re�etion produes a high mass tail that lies under thesignal peaks. The D0 ! K��+ assoiated with an unorrelated �� adds tothis bakground. There are also ombinatorial bakgrounds with no harmvertex. Finally, the �0 deay in whih the subsequent [℄ is missed, forms atroublesome 3� bakground, whih has a � in the �nal state.
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Fig. 2. Relative ranhing ratios for harm meson deay as measured by E-791,ompared to previous measurements and PDG values.Part of the protool for the branhing ratio analysis requires that thesame uts be applied to both the signal and normalization events. Relativee�ienies are derived from a full E-791 Monte Carlo simulation, orretedfor prodution xF , p2T distributions and resonant deay struture. System-ati unertainty is estimated using varied uts and �t funtions.The results are given in Table I. In Fig. 2 we ompare to previous ex-periments. In partiular, we an see that these measurements have smallerunertainties than the urrent PDG values [4℄. Our result for the BR(D+ !���+�+)=(D+ ! K��+�+) has a two � di�erene relative to that of Fer-milab experiment E-687.3. Resonant subhannel analysisThe resonant subhannel analysis is an analysis of Dalitz-plot distribu-tions, taken as the oherent sum of amplitudes whih lead to suh distribu-tions asshown in Fig. 3. These �gures show the distribution in the deay phasespae for eah relevant �� resonane. These distributions are also Bosesymmetrized, insofar as eah mass is plotted twie, one for eah ���+ombination. From the �gure, we see that the distributions are simplest forthe spin zero states, and inrease in omplexity as the spin inreases.3.1. D+s ! ���+�+On the left of Fig. 4 we show the Dalitz-plot for D+s ! ���+�+. Thedistribution has several outstanding features: there is a remarkable onen-tration of events at s12+ s23 greater than 3.5 GeV2. The bands orrespond-ing to the f0(980) are learly seen, and there is little if any non-resonantontribution.
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Figure 24: Dalitz plot distributions of the intermediate states leading to the �+���+�nal state.
M = 43(j p3 jj p1 j)2(3os2� � 1)In the above expressions p3 is the 3-momentum of the bahelor pion and p1 isthe 3-momentum of the other like harge pion, both measured in the resonane restframe; and � is the angle between pions 1 and 3,� � p3 � p1j p3 jj p1 jFinally, eah resonant amplitude is Bose symmetrized ,Ai = Ai[(12)3℄ +Ai[(32)1℄;For a given ��� invariant mass, M3�, all quantities appearing in the amplitudesare expressed in terms of two Lorentz invariants: s12 � m212 and s23 � m223. Theangular part depends on M3� through the momentum of the bahelor pion. That iswhy the signal amplitude is a funtion of s12; s23 and M3�.42
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Fig. 3. Antiipated Dalitz-plot distributions for two-pion resonant states

Fig. 4. Left: Dalitz-plot of data for D+s ! ���+�+. Right: Dalitz-plot of datafor D+ ! ���+�+. Sine there are two idential partiles, the distributions havebeen symmetrized.



2526 R.J. StefanskiThe amplitudes (aj), phases (Æj) and �t frations (fj) are given in Ta-ble II, and are de�ned by the relation:fj = R ds12ds23 ��ajeiÆjAj��2R ds12ds23 ��Pk akeiÆkAk��2 :We an see learly the dominane of the f0(980), with substantial ontri-bution from f0(1370). The sum of the fj is 120%, indiating onsiderableinterferene between the resonant states. The �0(770)�� has a signi�antTABLE IIAmplitude, phase and �t fration for the D+s ! ���+�+ deaysMode Amplitude aj Phase Æj (degrees) Fration fj %f0(980)�+ 1(�xed) 0(�xed) 53.4 �4.1 �4.7NR 0.11 �0.14 �0.04 172 �77 �51 0:6 �1.6 �1.7�0(770)�+ 0.37 �0.07 �0.19 97 �22 �5 7:2 �2.4 �3.7f2(1270)�+ 0.62 �0.06 �0.02 124 �17 �28 20.7 �3.4 �0.6f0(1370)�+ 0.79 �0.11 �0.03 193 �19 �27 33.3 �7.5 �1.9�0(1450)�+ 0.29 �0.08 �0.01 146 �23 �17 4.6 �2.4 �0.2signal (5� in amplitude and 3� in �t fration.) The �0(1450)�� has a smallbut signi�ant amplitude (2�) and �t fration (3�). This ombination of f0and �0 states in D+s ! ���+�+, when ombined with the same modes forD+ deay, and other modes suh as to K�K+�+ in harm meson deay,should lead to an understanding of the omposition of these resonanes andpossible ontributions ofW -annihilation and �nal state interations to thesedeays. 3.2. D+ ! ���+�+To the right of Fig. 4 we give the Dalitz-plot distribution for the D+ !���+�+ deay mode. In this distribution we see signi�ant evidene fora strong p-wave ontribution at the �0(770)��, unlike the D+s Dalitz-plot.We also see an exess of events along the horizontal and vertial boundaries,s12 < 0:3 (GeV=)2. Angular distributions and interferene make f2(1270),f0(1370) and 3� (NR) less obvious, but learly indiated.In Table III are given the results of the �t for D+ ! ���+�+ deays.It is lear that the ��+ state dominates, and that the non-resonant deay issmall. The �0(1450)�+ is small when ompared to �0(770)�+. The sum ofthe �t frations is about 114% indiating again signi�ant interferene among



Preliminary Results for Two-Pion Resonanes in D+ and . . . 2527TABLE IIIAmplitude, phase and �t fration for the D+ ! ���+�+ deaysMode Amplitude aj Phase Æj (degrees) Fration fj %��+ 1.21 �0.14 �0.06 205.7 �12.6 �5.20 44.3 �9.4 �2.1�0(770)�+ 1(�xed) 0(�xed) 30.5 �3.1 �2.2NR 0.57 �0.19 �0.09 74.5 �17.8 �5.8 9.9 �7.0 �2.7f0(980)�+ 0.46 �0.05 �0.02 163.3 �10.3 �3.2 6.6 �1.3 �0.4f2(1270)�+ 0.79 �0.06 �0.03 53.3 �7.4 �2.6 18.9 �2.5 �0.4f0(1370)�+ 0.29 �0.09 �0.03 107.1 �17.8 �4.7 2.5 �1.5 �0.8�0(1450)�+ 0.19 �0.09 �0.02 339.2 �27.5 �11.0 1.1 �1.0 �0.3amplitudes. The phase di�erene between the f0(980) and the f2(1270) isabout 110Æ, onsistent with that found in the D+s ! ���+�+ deay (124Æ).4. Masses and widthsThree of the resonanes used in our analysis have only poorly de�nedmasses and widths in the PDG listings, so in our Dalitz-plot �ts we allowedthese to be free parameters.From the D+s ! ���+�+ events we determined the mass and width ofthe f0(980) to be 978 � 4 MeV and 44 � 5 MeV respetively, ompared tothe PDG values of 980 � 10 MeV and 40 to 100 MeV for the width. We alsodetermined the mass and width of the f0(1370) to be 1440 � 19 MeV and165�29 MeV respetively, ompared to the PDG values of 1200 to 1500 MeVfor the mass, and 200 to 500 MeV for the width.With the D+ ! ���+�+ events we determined the mass and width ofthe � resonane to be = 486+28�26, and 351+50�43, respetively, ompared to PDGvalues of 400 to 1200 MeV and 600 to 1000 MeV respetively.For the f0(980) a oupled hannel analysis was performed as suggested byWA76 [5℄. The �t gave the values m0=978�5 MeV=2, g� = 0:083 � 0:022and gK = �0:03 � 0:03. These values are muh smaller than the WA76results, g� = 0:28�0:04 and gK = 0:56�0:18. Our value of gK is onsistentwith zero, indiating that our f0(980) an be represented by a single Breit�Wigner. 5. Is the � an s-wave BW resonane?Three variations of the D+ analysis were done to determine the natureof the � resonane. One �t was arried out using a BW pro�le with no phasevariation, whih gave a poorer �t to the Dalitz-plot distribution. Also, �ts



2528 R.J. Stefanskito vetor and tensor BW distributions gave signi�antly poorer �ts. Thes-wave Breit�Wigner provides the best �t to the Dalitz-plot distribution,and in this sense the data favor the s-wave resonant solution.6. ConlusionsThree of the resonanes used in our analysis show su�iently strongsignals that we an allow free parameters for the masses and widths in ourDalitz-plot �ts. We therefore an improve on the urrent PDG values forthese resonanes. The mass and widths are given in Setion 4.For the � resonane, values of �2/DF were alulated for variousBW shapes, inluding a vetor, tensor, and a model that allowed for nophase hange aross the resonane. These gave inferior �ts to the data whenompared to the isosalar BW for the �. These analyses strongly supportthe identi�ation of the � as an isosalar resonane.The author is grateful to his ollaborators in E791 for their support inpreparing this presentation, espeially to I. Bediaga, A. Massa�erri, J. Mi-randa and A. Reis of Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Físisas for providingthe essential �gures and tables from their analyses. Also to Je� Appel ofFermilab, Brian Meadows of the University of Cininnati, Austin Napier ofTufts University and Jean Slaughter of Yale University, for their kind help inpreparing this presentation. This work was performed at the Fermi NationalAelerator Laboratory, whih is operated by the Universities Researh As-soiation, under ontrat DE-AC02-76CH03000 with the U.S. Departmentof Energy. REFERENCES[1℄ E.M. Aitala, et al., Eur. Phys. J. C4, 1 (1999).[2℄ M.R. Pennington, hep-ph/9905241, May (1999).[3℄ Mark Alford, R.L. Ja�e, hep-lat/0001023, Jan. (2000).[4℄ Partile Data Group, L. Montanet et al., Eur. Phys. J. C3, 1 (1998).[5℄ WA76 Collaboration, T.A. Armstrong et al., Z. Phys. C51, 351 (1991);E. Levin, CBPF-FN-009/95 (unpublished).[6℄ E687 Collaboration, P.L. Frabetti et al., Phys. Lett. B407, 79 (1997).


